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ALPHA BOUTIQUE
Designer shoes for divas who love discounts
Absolutely fabulous! That’s our flavor at Alpha
Boutique. We specialize in exquisite designer
shoes from around world. But more than that, we
only carry SIZZLING shoes that are affordable.
It’s this killer combination – the hottest looks at
the coolest prices – that’s made Alpha Boutique an
online shopping smash-hit.
From the sexiest New York-style stilettos to
the hippest flats found on the streets of Paris,
Alpha Boutique gives you choices galore! We pay close attention to detail, leaning
toward shoes with an edgy feel. Yet, we insist on only carrying awesome shoes
built for comfort. The shoes absolutely must give our customers a perfect fit.

Unique designer shoes from around the world
Alpha Boutique makes the world your treasure chest for beautiful shoes! We’re
intentional to the core about reflecting a global style, fresh and unrestrained
attitudes.
Many of the designers that Alpha Boutique represents are major, well-known fashion
brands. Others are less known but emerging shoe designers, those newly turning
heads in the fashion industry. Either way, their shoe game has one thing in common:
High Quality.
We don’t judge a shoe by its country of origin. This is what makes our shoe selection
so compelling. Our philosophy is that shoe design is an art – and gifted artists are born
everywhere. An eye for beauty and fine craftsmanship has no geographic boundaries.
We’re proud to deliver this universal appeal to your doorstep . . .
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We guarantee your satisfaction, or your money back
We stand behind all of our products. In the rare event a customer isn’t pleased with
shoes we’ve delivered, we absolutely, positively accept the return and issue a refund.
But none of our designer shoes we select are cheaply made. (That word applies only
for our prices!)

New show-stopping footwear every season
You’ll always find something new and visionary at Alpha Boutique. We keep pace with
the constantly evolving styles in designer shoes, for all occasions, no matter the
weather. Distinctive dress shoes and boots, shoes for day-tripping or work – we get
the modern woman’s lifestyle. We stay steps ahead of her every shoe whim and fashion
fantasy.
Please enjoy touring our shoe boutique, and definitely check back often! There’s always
something new by talented designers from around the world. And at our low prices,
you’ll be able to fill your wardrobe with fun, funky, and formal footwear year-round.
Make Alpha Boutique your secret, guilty pleasure. We like satisfying women with fancy
foot fetishes. We just LOVE doing it for less!
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